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Development of a system for the assessment of a dual-task performance based on a motion-capture device

Abstract: The authors produced a dual task (DT) that provided a dynamic balance task and a cognitive task in a game system using motion sensors and virtual images. There had been no DT where a cognitive task needs a dynamic balance task that requires full-body motions. We developed and evaluated a game system to assess the performance of the DT. The DT was to solve a Sudoku puzzle using full-body motions like Tái Chi. An ability to perform a DT is intimately related to risk of falls. To evaluate the developed system, we compared the performance of elderly people and young people. Generally, elderly people are at a higher risk of falls. Twenty elderly community-dwelling adults (mean age, 73.0 ± 6.2 years) and 16 young adults (mean age, 21.8 ± 1.0 years) participated in this study. To compare the two groups, we applied an independent-samples t-test. The time taken for the elderly people was 60.6 ± 43.2 s, whereas the time taken for the young people was 16.0 ± 4.8 s. The difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05). This result suggests that the developed game system is useful for the evaluation of the DT performance.
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Introduction

Falls are fairly common among elderly people. Blake et al. showed that 35% of elderly people aged 65 years and older reported one or more falls in a year [1]. Load and Ward pointed out that people beyond age 65 increase sway areas because their reduced vision is less able to supplement peripheral input than younger people [2]. Because falls of elderly people often result in fractures, it is important to predict these falls and prevent them.

It is widely recognized that balance disorders of elderly people are related to multiple impairments, such as weakness and cognitive impairments [3]. Lundin-Ols-son et al. reported a novel method for risk analysis of falls based on dual-task (DT) performance [4]. DT can consist of a combination of a dynamic balance task and a cognitive task. An example of an effective dynamic balance task is Tái Chi, which is based on full-body motions. Leung et al. demonstrated that Tái Chi reduces falls in the non-frail elderly [5]. Also, an example of an effective cognitive task is Sudoku. Sudoku is a logic-based puzzle known familiarly throughout the world. Nombela et al. showed that cognitive training based on Sudoku exercises improves the cognitive performance of Parkinson's patients in the Stroop test [6]. Although each performance of a dynamic balance task or cognitive task can be assessed easily, it is more difficult to assess DT performance involving two tasks. Yamada et al. considered that the evaluation of the performance of the secondary task is insufficient in the previous research using DT protocols [7]. For assessing DT ability, they developed a smartphone-based application where a player is required concurrently to walk and to roll a virtual ball on a smartphone using his or her wrist. However, there has been no DT where a cognitive task needs a dynamic balance task that requires full-body motions. In this study, we developed a DT where a cognitive task needs a dynamic balance task that requires full-body motions.
We used Sudoku and Tái Chi as a cognitive task and a dynamic balance task, respectively. Suppose that we made large Sudoku models using physically large grids and blocks to require full-body motions. A player solving the Sudoku would have difficulty in recognizing the large instance, because they must be near the instance to solve it. Hence, we projected a player to a figure on a screen and superimposed an instance of Sudoku on the same screen. When the instance was large compared to the figure on the screen, a player was required to use full-body motions. Also, because there was an appropriate distance between the player and the screen, he or she could recognize the instance.

We produced a DT that provided a dynamic balance task and a cognitive task at the same time in a game system using motion sensors and virtual images. The DT was to solve Sudoku using full-body motions like Tái Chi. We also developed a system to assess the performance of the DT and evaluate the proposed system.

**Methods**

Characteristic full-body motions of Tái Chi included spreading the hands wide, bringing them close, spreading the legs wide, bringing them close, or combinations of these. A subject was asked to do these characteristic full-body motions, which were then navigated to solve Sudoku; in other words, the subject was given an instance of Sudoku and asked to put digits into the vacant boxes provided using the full-body actions. We produced a DT that provided a dynamic balance task and a cognitive task at the same time in a game system using motion sensors and virtual images. Figure 1 depicts the diagram of the DT and the system that was developed.

**System configuration and system operation**

The game system used to provide the DT with the assessment of the DT performance consisted of a motion-capture device, a computer, a screen and a projector. A Kinect (Microsoft Co., Redmond, WA, USA) was used as the motion-capture device. Figure 2 depicts the configuration of the game system. We described the system operation according to Figure 3, which depicts the flow chart of the game system.

First, the initialization module prepares a rectangular workspace in the computer’s memory. The initialization module loads a Sudoku instance and lays out the instance on the workspace. The Sudoku instance consists of a 4×4 grid (16 boxes). Thirteen boxes were initially filled with digits from 1 to 4. Many Sudoku instances were prepared in advance. The initialization module chose one of them at random.

The game system uses Kinect as a motion-capture device. The equipment has an infrared projector and an infrared camera. The resolution of the infrared camera was QVGA (320×240), and the horizontal and vertical fields of view were 57 degrees and 43 degrees,
respectively. The camera could detect physical objects in a distance range between 1.2 m to 3.5 m, and it expressed the depth per each pixel using a 16-bit mono image. The frame rate of the camera was 30 frames per second. An input module received the physical object data by utilizing the Kinect and Kinect for Windows SDK Beta 1. The information included the position and the shape of a player. A conversion module extracted the physical object data related to the player, converted the data to skeleton information, including positional information of joints, and laid out the skeleton information on the workspace in the computer’s memory.

The puzzle digits (from 1 to 4) and a circle were positioned as far as the right hand joint and the left foot joint of the skeleton could reach, respectively. (Note that the game system supposes that the player stands directly in front of Kinect.) The system determined if the following conditions were satisfied: i) the right hand joint overlaps one of the digit gadgets; ii) the left foot joint overlaps the circle gadget; and iii) both the right hand joint and the left hand joint overlap one of the vacant boxes in the grid of the Sudoku instance (see Figure 4). When both i and ii are satisfied, the player grabbed a corresponding digit. When the player had a digit and both ii and iii were satisfied, he or she tried to fill the vacant box using the digit. When the digit was correct, depending on the rules of Sudoku, the vacant box became filled.

A presentation module presents the Sudoku instance, the skeleton information, and the gadgets on a screen. The skeleton information was shown as a stick figure. The images of a glove and a shoe were superimposed on the right hand joint and the left foot joint so that the player could recognize them easily. In addition, when all the vacant boxes were filled, the time taken to fill them was measured and displayed. The display size could be changed freely. Figure 4 depicts the display of the game system.

**Game scenario**

The player was asked to put digits into the remaining three vacant boxes. First, the player was requested to select a digit to fill vacant boxes. Digit selection required that the player spread his or her hands and legs. Next, to put the selected digit into a vacant box, the player was requested to select the vacant box. The player must move the right hand close to the left hand. Concurrently, because the player must follow the rules of Sudoku, the game required cognitive skill. The player finished the DT game when he or she filled all three vacant boxes. The system measured the time taken to solve the DT.

**Evaluation**

To evaluate the developed system, we compared the performance of elderly people and young people. Generally, elderly people are at a higher risk of falls. Twenty elderly community-dwelling adults (mean age, 73.0±6.2 years) and 16 young adults (mean age, 21.8±1.0 year) participated in this study. To compare the two groups, we applied an independent-samples t-test, where p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

Figure 5 depicts the result of the evaluation. The time taken for the elderly people was 60.6±43.2 s while the time taken for the young people was 16.0±4.8 s. The difference is statistically significant (p<0.05) although the variability reported for the elderly group was large. This result suggests that the developed game system is useful for the evaluation of the DT performance.
Discussion

Because the difference of time taken to solve the DT for elderly people and young people, the game system may be able to assess risk of falls. We will continue to evaluate the system by comparing with single tasks of the DT and other physical performance tests that are widely used to identify high-risk elderly adults.

In the experiments, almost all the subjects said that they wanted to try the game again, that is, they seemed to feel the DT interesting. If the game is sufficiently interesting for players to continue playing the game, we can evaluate whether the game system can be used as a training device.

Negative feedback of the subjects was not given in the experiments. This may mean that the subjects were performing the movements as expected, and that the system could obtain skeleton information including positional information of joints to succeed at the DT game.
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